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Abstract. Learning a new object class from cluttered training images
is very challenging when the location of object instances is unknown.
Previous works generally require objects covering a large portion of the
images. We present a novel approach that can cope with extensive clutter
as well as large scale and appearance variations between object instances.
To make this possible we propose a conditional random field that starts
from generic knowledge and then progressively adapts to the new class.
Our approach simultaneously localizes object instances while learning an
appearance model specific for the class. We demonstrate this on the chal-
lenging Pascal VOC 2007 dataset. Furthermore, our method enables to
train any state-of-the-art object detector in a weakly supervised fashion,
although it would normally require object location annotations.
1 Introduction
In weakly supervised learning (WSL) we are given a set of images, each contain-
ing one or more instances of an unknown object class. In contrast to the fully
supervised scenario, the location of objects is not given. The task is to learn
a model for this object class, which can then be used to determine whether a
test image contains the class and possibly even to localize it (typically up to a
bounding-box). In this case, the learned model is asked to do more than what
the training examples teach.
WSL has become a major topic in recent years [1–7] to reduce the manual
labeling effort to learn object classes. In the traditional paradigm, each new class
is learned from scratch without any knowledge other than what was engineered
into the system. In this paper, we explore a scenario where generic knowledge
about object classes is first learned during a meta-training stage when images
of many different classes are provided along with the location of objects. This
generic knowledge is then used to support the learning of a new class without
location annotation (fig. 1). Generic knowledge makes WSL easier as it rests on
a stronger basis.
We propose a conditional random field (CRF) to simultaneously localize ob-
ject instances and learn an appearance model for the new class. The CRF aims
at selecting one window per image containing an instance of the new object class.
We alternate between localizing the objects in the training images and learning
class-specific models that are then incorporated into the next iteration. Initially
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Fig. 1. Learning scenario. Starting from weakly supervised images we localize the
object instances of a new class while learning an appearance model. Generic knowledge
is used to start WSL on a stronger basis. Our method can be used as a pre-processing
step to any fully supervised object detector.
the CRF employs generic knowledge to guide the selection process as it reduces
the location ambiguity. Over the iterations the CRF progressively adapts to the
new class, learning more and more about its appearance and shape. This strat-
egy enables our method to learn from very cluttered images containing objects
with large variations in appearance and scale, such as the Pascal VOC 2007 [9]
(fig. 4,5).To the best of our knowledge, no earlier method has been demonstrated
capable of learning from Pascal07 in a WSL scenario (but on easier datasets
such as Caltech4 [3] or Weizmann horses [10]).
The main contribution of this paper is a novel method to jointly localize and
learn a new class from WS data. Therefore, in sec. 7 we directly evaluate perfor-
mance as the percentage of instances of the new class which it localizes in their
WS training images, and compare to two existing methods [11, 12] and various
baselines. Moreover, we also demonstrate an application of our method: we train
the fully supervised model of Felzenszwalb et al. [8] from objects localized by
our method, evaluate it on the Pascal07 test set, and compare its performance
to the original model trained from ground-truth bounding-boxes.
Related Work. We focus here on WSL methods to learn object classes (i.e.
requiring no object locations). Many approaches are based on a bag-of-words for
the entire image [13, 14]. Although they have demonstrated impressive classifi-
cation performance [9], they are usually unable to localize objects.
There are several WSL methods that achieve localization, such as part-
based [2, 3], segmentation-based [1, 4–6, 11, 15], and others [7, 12, 16]. However,
most methods have been demonstrated on datasets such as Caltech4 [1–4,6,7,16]
and Weizmann horses [6,10,15], where objects are rather centered and occupy a
large portion of the image, there is little scale/viewpoint variation, and limited
background clutter. This is due to the difficulty of spotting the recurring object
pattern in challenging imaging conditions.
There are a few exceptions [11, 12, 17]. [11] attempts to segment out regions
similar across many images from the difficult LabelMe dataset [18], but reports
that it is very hard to find small objects such as cars in it. [12] is related to our
approach as it also finds one window per image. It iteratively refines windows
initialized from the most discriminative local features. This fails when the objects
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occupy a modest portion of the images and for classes such as horses, for which
local texture features have little discriminative power. [17] clusters windows of
similar appearance using link analysis techniques. Both [12] and [17] experiment
on (part of) the PASCAL VOC 06 dataset. We quantitatively compare to [11,12]
in sec. 7.
Our use of generic knowledge is related to transfer learning [19, 20], where
learning a new class is helped by labeled examples of other classes. There are
relatively few works on transfer learning for visual recognition. Lando and Edel-
man [21] learn a new face from just one view, supported by images of other faces.
Fei-Fei [22] sequentially updates a part-based classifier trained on previous ob-
ject classes to fit a new class from very few examples. Stark et al. [23] transfer
shape knowledge between related classes in a manually controlled manner. Tom-
masi et al. [24] use the parameters of the SVM for a known class as a prior
for a new, related class. These works reduce the number of images necessary to
learn a new class, improving generalization from only a few examples [20]. In
this paper instead, we reduce the degree of supervision (i.e. no object locations).
As another difference, the works above transfer knowledge from one class to an-
other, whereas our generic knowledge provides a background against which it
is easier to learn any new class. Our generic knowledge conveys how to localize
new classes. Automatically localizing instances of the new class in their training
images is a central objective of our work.
Plan of the Paper. Our new CRF model is described in sec. 2. In sec. 3
and 4 we explain how it is used to localize instances of a new object class in
WS training images while learning a model of the new class. Sec. 5 details the
generic knowledge that is incorporated into the process and how it is obtained.
Sec. 6 describes the image cues we use and in sec. 7 we experimentally evaluate
the method.
2 The CRF Model to Localize a New Class
The goal of this paper is to simultaneously localize objects of a new target class in
a set of training images and learn an appearance model of the class. As we make
no assumption about object locations, scales, or overall shape (aspect-ratio), any
image window can potentially contain an object of the target class. We select
one window per image by optimizing an energy function defined globally over all
training images. Ideally the energy is minimal when all selected windows contain
an object of the same class.
Configuration of Windows L. The set of training images I = (I1, . . . , IN ) is
represented as a fully connected CRF. Each image In is a node which can take
on a state from a discrete set corresponding to all image windows. The posterior
probability for a configuration of windows L = (l1, . . . , lN ) can be written as
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Fig. 2. The pairwise potential. Two images with candidate windows (yellow). Ap-
pearance descriptors are extracted for each window (arrows). The pairwise potential Ψ
is computed for every pair of windows between the two images, as a linear combination
of appearance similarity cues Γf and the aspect-ratio similarity Λ.
where each ln is a window in image In; Θ are the parameters of the CRF; ρn is the
responsibility of image In, weighting its impact on the overall energy (sec. 4.3).
The Unary Potential Φ measures how likely an image window ln is to contain
an object of the target class
Φ(ln; In) = αΩΩ(ln|In, θΩ) + αΠΠ(ln|In, θΠ) +
∑
f
αΥfΥf (ln|In, θΥf ) (2)
It is a linear combination of: (a) Ω, the likelihood [25] that ln contains an object
of any class, rather than background (sec. 5.1); (b) Π, a model of the overall
shape of the windows, specific to the target class (sec. 4.2); (c) Υf , appearance
models, one for each image cue f , specific to the target class (sec. 4.1). The
scalars α weight the terms.
The Pairwise Potential Ψ measures the similarity between two windows,
assessing how likely they are to contain objects of the same class (fig. 2).
Ψ(ln, lm|In, Im, Θ) = αΛΛ(ln, lm, θΛ) +
∑
f
αΓfΓf (ln, lm|In, Im) (3)
It is a linear combination of: (a) Λ, a prior on the shape similarity between
two windows ln, lm, depending only on states ln, lm (sec. 5.2); (b) a term Γf
measuring the appearance similarity between ln and lm according to multiple
cues f that depends on the image content (sec. 5.3). The scalars α weight the
terms. Fig. 2 illustrates the computation of the pairwise potential for every pair
of windows between two images.
The Parameters θΩ, θΛ, θΓf and the weights α are learned from meta-training
data (sec. 5). The class-specific models Π and Υ and the image responsibilities
ρn are initially unknown and set to uniform. Over the learning iterations they
are progressively adapted to the target class (sec. 4).
Note that our model connects nodes (windows) between images, rather than
elements within an image as typically done for CRFs in other domains (e.g. pixels
in segmentation [26], body parts in human pose estimation [27]).
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Fig. 3. Localization and learning. The localization and learning stages are alter-
nated. Localization: one window (black/white) is selected among the candidate windows
(yellow) for each image. Learning: a model Υ specific to the target class is (re)-trained
from the appearance descriptors of the selected windows and a set of negative training
windows. Other CRF components are adapted to the class and the CRF is updated.
3 Localization and Learning
When given a set of images I of a target class the goal is to localize its object
instances. The localization and learning stages are alternated, optimizing one
while keeping the other fixed (fig. 3).
3.1 Localization. Localizing objects corresponds to finding the configuration
L∗ that maximizes eq. (1):
L∗ = arg max
L
{p(L|I, Θ)} (4)
The selected windows L∗ are the most likely to contain instances of the same
object class (according to our model).
Optimizing our fully connected model is NP-hard. We approximate the global
optimum using the tree-reweighted message passing algorithm TRW-S [28]. TRW-
S also returns a lower bound on the energy. When this coincides with the returned
solution, we know it found the global optimum. In our experiments, TRW-S finds
it in 93% of the cases, and in the others the lower bound is only 0.06% smaller
on average than the returned energy. Thus we know that the obtained configu-
rations L∗ are very close to the global optimum.
3.2 Learning. Based on the selected windows L∗, we adapt several charac-
teristics of the CRF to the target class: (a) the class-specific appearance models
Υf , (b) the class-specific shape model Π, (c) the image responsibilities ρn, and
(d) the weights α of the cues (details in sec. 4).
The localization and learning stages help each other, as better localizations
lead to better class-specific models, which in turn sharpen localization. Similar
EM-like optimization schemes [8] are commonly used to learn in the presence of
latent variables (in our case L∗).
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4 Adaptation
During the learning stage (sec. 3.2), the CRF is progressively adapted from
generic to class-specific. For this adaptation, an additional negative image set N
is used, which does not contain any object of the target class.
4.1 Class-specific Appearance Models Υf . Any model trainable from
annotated object windows could be used here (e.g. [8, 14, 29, 30]). We train a
separate SVM θΥf for each appearance cue f .
Since usually not all selected windows L∗ contain an object of the target class,
these SVMs are iteratively trained. First, the SVM θf is trained to separate all
windows L∗ from windows randomly sampled from N . Then, the SVM θf is used
to score each training window l∗n ∈ L∗. The top scored κ% windows are then
used to retrain θf . This is repeated ten times.
4.2 Class-specific Shape Model Π. The parameters θΠ are learned as the
distribution of the aspect-ratio of the selected windows L∗.
4.3 Image Responsibilities ρn emphasize images where the model is con-
fident of having localized an object of the target class. We set ρn proportional
to the score of the class-specific appearance model: ρn ∝
∑
f αΥfΥf (ln|In, θΥ ).
This reduces the impact of particularly difficult images and makes the model
more robust to outliers.
4.4 Unary Appearance Cue Weights αΥf . Not all classes can be dis-
criminated equally well using the same cues (e.g. motorbikes can be recognized
well using texture patches, mugs using shape/gradient features, and sheep us-
ing color). We adapt the weights αΥf of the class-specific appearance models
Υf for the cues f . We use the top-scored κ% selected windows to train a lin-
ear SVM w to combine their appearance scores Υf (ln|In, θΥf ). Then, we update
αΥf ← αΥf + λwf . The scalar λ controls the adaptation rate.
4.5 Pairwise Appearance Cue Weights αΓf . We proceed analogously to
the previous paragraph. The SVM w is trained to combine the scores Γf (ln, lm|In, Im)
between all pairs of the top κ% selected windows.
The objectness Ω, the shape similarity Λ, and the appearance similarity Γf
are not explicitly adapted to the target class but only implicitly through weights
αΥf , αΓf and image responsibilities ρn.
5 Generic Knowledge: Initializing Θ
Initially the model parameters Θ carry only generic knowledge. They are learned
in a meta-training stage to maximize the localization performance on a set of
meta-training images M containing objects of known classes annotated with
bounding-boxes.
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5.1 Objectness Ω. We use the objectness measure Ω(l|I, θΩ) of [25], which
quantifies how likely it is for a window l to contain an object of any class.
Objectness is trained to distinguish windows containing an object with a well-
defined boundary and center, such as cows and telephones, from amorphous
background windows, such as grass and road. Objectness combines several image
cues measuring distinctive characteristics of objects, such as appearing different
from their surroundings, having a closed boundary, and sometimes being unique
within the image.
We use objectness as a location prior in our CRF, by evaluating it for all
windows in an image I and then sampling 100 windows according to their scores
Ω(l|I, θΩ). These form the set of states for node I (i.e. the candidate windows
the CRF can choose from).
This procedure brings two advantages. First, it greatly reduces the computa-
tional complexity of CRF inference, which grows with the square of the number
of states (there are ' 108 windows in an image [30]). Second, the sampled win-
dows and their scores Ω attract the CRF toward selecting objects rather than
background windows. In a WSL setup this avoids trivial solutions, e.g. where all
selected windows cover a chunk of sky in airplane training images [7]. In sec. 7
we evaluate objectness quantitatively. For more details about objectness see [25].
5.2 Pairwise Shape Similarity Λ. θΛ is learned as the Bayesian posterior
Λ(ln, lm, θΛ) = p(ln
c= lm|SS(ln, lm)) from many window pairs containing the
same (ln
c= lm) and different classes. SS(ln, lm) measures the aspect ratio sim-
ilarity of the windows ln and lm. In practice this learns that instances of the
same class have similar aspect-ratios.
5.3 Pairwise Appearance Similarity Γf . We compute the similarity be-
tween two windows ln, lm in images In, Im as the SSD ||lfn(In)−lfm(Im)||2 between
their appearance descriptors lfn(In) and l
f
m(Im). This measures how likely they
are to contain instances of the same class, according to cue f . The pairwise
potentials Γf are directly defined as Γf (ln, lm|In, Im) = ||lfn(In)− lfm(Im)||2.
5.4 Weights α. To learn the weights α between the various terms of our
model, we perform a multi-stage grid search.
First, we learn the weights αΩ , αΛ, and αΓf for objectness Ω, shape simi-
larity Λ, and appearance similarity Γf so that the windows L∗ returned by the
localization stage (sec. 3.1) best cover the meta-training bounding-boxesM (ac-
cording to the criterion in sec. 7.1). These weights are determined using only
the localization stage, not the adaptation stage, as they contain no class-specific
knowledge.
With these weights fixed, we proceed to determine the remaining weights αΠ
and αΥf for the class-specific shape model Π and the class-specific appearance
models Υf . These are learned using the full method (sec. 3.1 and 3.2).
5.5 Kernel of the SVMs Υf . We evaluated linear and intersection kernels
for the class-specific appearance models Υf and found the latter to perform
slightly better.
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5.6 Percentage κ of images. With weights α and the SVM kernels fixed, we
determine the optimal percentage κ of selected windows to use for the iterative
training in sec. 4.1.
The remaining parameters, the class-specific appearance models Υf , the class-
specific shape model Π, and the image responsibilities ρn are not learned from
meta-training data. They are initially unknown and set uniformly.
6 Appearance cues
We extract 4 appearance descriptors f from each candidate window and use
them to calculate the appearance similarity Γf and the class-specific appearance
score Υf .
GIST [31] is based on localized histograms of gradient orientations. It captures
the rough spatial arrangement of image structures, and has been shown to work
well for describing the overall appearance of a scene. Here instead, we extract
GIST from each candidate window.
Color Histograms (CH) provide complementary information to gradients.
We describe a window with a single histogram in the LAB color space.
Bag of Visual Words (BOW) are de-facto standard for many object recog-
nition tasks [12–14,30]. We use the SURF descriptors [30,32] and quantize them
into 2000 words using k-means. A window is described by a BOW of SURF.
Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) also are an established descrip-
tor for object class recognition [8, 29].
7 Experiments: WS localization and learning
We evaluate the central ability of our method: localizing objects in weakly su-
pervised training images. We experiment on datasets of varying difficulty.
Caltech4 [3]. We use 100 random images for each of the four classes in this
popular dataset (airplanes, cars, faces, motorbikes). The images contain large,
centered objects, and there is limited scale variation and background clutter.
As meta-training data M we use 444 train+val images from 6 Pascal07
classes (bicycle, bird, boat, bus, dog, sheep) with bounding-box annotations.M
is used to learn the parameters for initializing our CRF (sec. 5). This is done
only once. The same parameters are then reused in all experiments.
Pascal06 [12,33]. For comparison, we run our method on the training subsets
used by [12]1. These include images for each aspect of 6 classes: car, bicycle, bus,
motorbike, cow, and sheep. Up to four aspects are considered per class, total-
ing 14 training sets (see [12] for details). Although Pascal VOC06 images are
challenging in general, these subsets are easier and contain many large objects.
As meta-training dataM we use 471 train+val images from 6 Pascal07 classes
(aeroplane, bird, boat, cat, dog, horse).
1 Provided to us by the authors of [12]
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Pascal07-6x2 [9]. For the detailed evaluation of the components of our method
below, we use all images from 6 classes (aeroplane, bicycle, boat, bus, horse, and
motorbike) of the Pascal VOC 2007 train+val dataset from the left and right
aspect each. Each of the 12 class/aspect combination contains between 28 and 67
images for a total of 538 images. As negative set N we use 2000 random images
taken from train+val not containing any instance of the target class. This dataset
is very challenging, as objects vary greatly in location, scale, and appearance.
Moreover, there is significant viewpoint variation within an aspect (fig. 4, 5). We
report in detail on these classes because they represent compact objects on which
fully supervised methods perform reasonably well [9] (as opposed to classes such
as ‘potted plant’ where even fully supervised methods fail). As meta-training
data M we use 799 train+val images from 6 other Pascal07 classes (bird, car,
cat, cow, dog, sheep).
Pascal07-all [9]. For completeness, we also report results for all class/aspect
combinations in Pascal07 with more than 25 images (our method, as well
as the competitors and baselines to which we compare, fails when given fewer
images). We use the same meta-training data as for Pascal07-6x2. In total, the
Pascal07-all set contains 42 class/aspect combinations, covering all 14 classes
not used for meta-training.
7.1 Localizing Objects in their Weakly Supervised Training Images
We directly evaluate the ability of our method to localize objects in a set of
training images I only known to contain a target class (sec. 7). Tab. 1 shows
results for two baselines, two competing methods [11, 12] and for several vari-
ants of our method. We report as CorLoc the percentage of images in which a
method correctly localizes an object of the target class according to the Pas-
cal-criterion (window intersection-over-union > 0.5). No location of any object
in I is given to any method beforehand. The detailed analysis in the following
paragraphs focuses on the Caltech4, Pascal06, and Pascal07-6x2 datasets.
The last paragraph discusses results on the Pascal07-all dataset.
Baselines. The ‘image center’ baseline simply picks a window in the image
center by chopping 10% off the width/height from the image borders. This is
useful to assess the difficulty of a dataset. The ‘ESS’ baseline is based on bag-of-
visual-words. We extract SURF features [32] from all images of a dataset, cluster
them into 2000 words, and weight each word by the log of the relative frequency
of occurrence in positive vs negative images of a class (as done by [12, 13, 30]).
Hence, these feature weights are class-specific. For localization, we use Efficient
Subwindow Search (ESS) [30] to find the window with the highest sum of weights
in an image2.
The image center baseline confirms our impressions about the difficulty of
the datasets. It reaches about 70% CorLoc on Caltech4 and Pascal06-[12], but
fails on Pascal07. The trend is confirmed by ESS.
2 Baseline suggested by C. Lampert in personal communications.
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Table 1. Results. The first block reports results for the baselines and the second for
the competitors [11,12]. Rows (a)-(c): results for our method using only the localization
stage. Rows (d)-(e): results for the full method using the localization and learning
stages. All results until row (e) are given in CorLoc. Rows (f)-(g) report the performance
of the objectness measure Ω (see main text). Column (Color) shows the colors used
for visualization in figs. 4, 5.
Pascal07
Method Caltech4 Pascal06-[12] 6×2 all Color
image center 66 76 23 14
ESS 43 33 23 10
Russel et al. [11] 40 58 20 13
Chum et al. [12] 57 67 29 15
this paper – localization only
(a) random windows 0 0 0 0
(b) single cue (GIST) 72 64 35 21
(c) all cues 70 77 39 22
this paper – localization and learning
(d) learning Υf 85 84 48 22
(e) full adaptation 87 82 50 26
objectness measure Ω
(f) hit-rate 100 99 89 85
(g) signal-to-noise 29 31 16 14
Competitors. We compare to the method from [11] using their implementa-
tion3. This method does not directly return one window per image. It determines
30 topics roughly corresponding to object classes. A topic consists of a group
of superpixels in each training image. For each topic, we put a bounding-box
around its superpixels in every image, and then evaluate its CorLoc perfor-
mance. We report the performance of the topic with the highest CorLoc. This
method achieves a modest CorLoc on the challenging Pascal07-6x2, but found
the object in about half the images of the easier Caltech4 and Pascal06-[12].
As a second competitor we reimplemented the method from [12], which di-
rectly returns one window per image. It works quite well on Caltech4 and on
their Pascal06-[12] subset, where the objects occupy a large portion of the im-
ages. On the much harder Pascal07-6x2 it performs considerably worse since its
initialization stage does not lock onto objects4. Overall, this method performed
better than [11] on all three datasets.
Localization Only (a)-(c). Here we stop our method after the localization
stage (sec. 3.1), without running the learning stage (sec. 3.2). In order to in-
3 http://www.di.ens.fr/~russell/projects/mult_seg_discovery/index.html
4 Unfortunately, we could not obtain the source code from the authors of [12]. We
asked them to process our Pascal07-6x2 training sets and they confirmed that
their method performs poorly on them.
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Fig. 4. Comparison to baselines and competitors. Example objects localized by
different methods in their weakly supervised training images (i.e. only object presence
is given for training, no object locations). Top row: the ESS baseline [30] and the
method from [11] . Bottom row: the method from [12] and our method in setup (e)
. Our method localizes object visibly better than both baselines and competitors,
especially in difficult images.
vestigate the impact of generic knowledge, we perform experiments with several
stripped-down versions of our CRF model. Models (a) and (b) use only GIST
descriptors in the pairwise similarity score Γf . (a) uses 100 random candidate
windows with uniform scores in Ω; (b) uses 100 candidate windows sampled from
the objectness measure Ω (sec. 5.1). While method (a) is not able to localize
any object, (b) already performs quite well.
By adding the remaining appearance cues Γf in setup (c), results improve
further and all baselines and competitors are outperformed. Using only the lo-
calization stage, our method already localizes more than 70% of the objects in
Caltech4 and Pascal06-[12], and 39% of the objects in Pascal07-6x2.
Localization and Learning (d)-(e). Here we run our full method, iteratively
alternating localization and learning. In setup (d), we learn only appearance
models Υf specific to the target class. In setup (e), all parameters of the CRF are
adapted to the target class. The considerable increase in CorLoc shows that the
learning stage helps localization. The full method (e) substantially outperforms
all competitors/baselines on all datasets, and in particular reaches about twice
their CorLoc on Pascal07-6x2. Overall, it finds most objects in Caltech4 and
Pascal06-[12], and half of those in Pascal07-6x2 (fig. 4, 5).
As tab. 1 shows, each variant improves over the previous one. Showing that
(i) the generic knowledge elements we incorporate are important for a successful
initial localization (setups (a)-(c)) and (ii) the learning stage successfully adapts
the model to the target class (setups (d)-(e)).
Pascal07-all. For completeness, we report in tab. 1 also results over the Pas-
cal07-all set, which contains 42 class/aspect combinations, including many for
which even fully supervised methods fail (e.g. ‘potted plant’). Compared to Pas-
cal07-6x2, CorLoc drops by about half for all methods, suggesting that WS
learning on all Pascal07 classes is beyond what currently possible. However, it
is interesting to notice how the relative performance of our method (setup (e))
compared to the competitors [11,12] is close to what observed in Pascal07-6x2:
our method performs about twice as well as them.
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airplane bicycle boat bus horse motorbike
Fig. 5. Example results comparing our method in setup (c) to setup (e) . If only
is visible, both setups chose the same window. The learning stage in setup (e) leads to
more correctly localized objects.
Objectness Measure (f)-(g). We also evaluate the 100 windows sampled from
Ω. The percentage (f) of objects of the target class covered by a sampled window
gives an upper-bound on the CorLoc that can be achieved by our method. As
the table shows, most target objects are covered. The percentage (g) of sampled
windows covering an object of the target class gives the signal-to-noise ratio
that enters the CRF model. This ratio is much higher than when considering all
image windows.
8 Experiments: Localizing Objects in New Test Images
Our method enables training a fully-supervised object detector from weakly
supervised data, although it would normally require object location annotations.
To demonstrate this point, we train the fully supervised object detector of [8]5
from objects localized using setup (e) and compare its performance to the original
model trained from ground-truth bounding-boxes.
We perform this experiment for all 12 class/aspect combinations in Pas-
cal07-6x2. The detection performance for each class/aspect is measured by the
average precision (AP) on the entire PASCAL 2007 test set (4952 images). We
report below the mean AP over the 12 class/aspect combinations (mAP). As
usual in a test stage, no information is given about the test images, not even
5 The source code is available at http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~pff/latent/
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Fig. 6. Models [8] trained from the output of our method (left) and from ground-truth
bounding-boxes (right).
whether they contain the object. Notice how this test set is entirely disjoint from
the train+val set used for training and meta-training.
The mAP resulting from models trained in a weakly supervised setting from
the output of our method is 0.16, compared to 0.33 of the original fully super-
vised models. Therefore, our method enables to train [8] without ground-truth
bounding-box annotations, while keeping the detection performance on the test
set at about 48% of the model trained from ground-truth bounding-boxes. We
consider this a very encouraging result, given that we are not aware of previous
methods demonstrated capable of localizing objects on the Pascal07 test set
when trained in a weakly supervised setting. Fig. 6 visually compares two mod-
els trained from the output of our method to the corresponding models trained
from ground-truth bounding-boxes.
9 Conclusion
We presented a technique for localizing objects of an unknown class and learning
an appearance model of the class from weakly supervised training images. The
proposed model starts from generic knowledge and progressively adapts more
and more to the new class. This allows to learn from highly cluttered images
with strong scale and appearance variations between object instances. We also
demonstrated how to use our method to train a fully supervised object detector
from weakly supervised data.
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